
Comment from Sarah Stewart 

On 1/9/2020 a little over a year sense I purchased my 2008 ford escape from a dealership the 
escape had it final dangerous malfunction. Sense the day I purchased this vehicle 10/10/18 from Mid 
Cape Moters in Yarmouth Massachusetts we have had so many dangerous and potentially deadly 
malfunctions. Weve had complete loss of steering while driving it was covered by a factory recall and 
I survived incident. The shock rusted snapped in half and punctured my fuel tank while i was driving 
65mph on the highway. I survived that incident. My mechanic says i was litterly driving a ticking 
bomb! Its had 1 ABS sensor failur which made break pedel vibrate and very hard to apply breaks. 
After I repaired that 2 weeks later another ABS sensor did the same thing i replaced that. So many 
dangerous incidents occurred with this vehicle. But on 1/9 it malfunctioned for the last time. Almost 
killing 3 people. About to leave the beach beach parking lot Put car in drive slightly step on gas to 
slowly accelerate and exit parking lot. Suddenly the vehicle surged and Accelerated extremely 
quickly shooting me full speed into a parked occupied vehicle 10 feet away. The car was possessed. 
I had no steering breaks frozen and car accelerated ! I had absolutely No control of the car! This 
incident totaled my escape and the vehicle it drove into. Injuring 3 people badly! I need help joining 
ALL class action suits againt ford for this issur(and theirs tons! One incident actually killing a child 
last year) I also need help filing a personal lawsuits againt Midcape moters and ford!below are pics 
of accident. And a video of my mechanic explaining to me how lucky I was just a couple of monthes 
ago from another malfunction 

 


